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QUESTION 1

A pharmaceutical company uses Amazon Quantum Ledger Database (Amazon QLDB) to store its clinical trial data
records. The company has an application that runs as AWS Lambda functions. The application is hosted in the private
subnet in a VPC. 

The application does not have internet access and needs to read some of the clinical data records. The company is
concerned that traffic between the QLDB ledger and the VPC could leave the AWS network. The company needs to
secure access to the QLDB ledger and allow the VPC traffic to have read-only access. 

Which security strategy should a database specialist implement to meet these requirements? 

A. Move the QLDB ledger into a private database subnet inside the VPC. Run the Lambda functions inside the same
VPC in an application private subnet. Ensure that the VPC route table allows read-only flow from the application subnet
to the database subnet. 

B. Create an AWS PrivateLink VPC endpoint for the QLDB ledger. Attach a VPC policy to the VPC endpoint to allow
read-only traffic for the Lambda functions that run inside the VPC. 

C. Add a security group to the QLDB ledger to allow access from the private subnets inside the VPC where the Lambda
functions that access the QLDB ledger are running. 

D. Create a VPN connection to ensure pairing of the private subnet where the Lambda functions are running with the
private subnet where the QLDB ledger is deployed. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/qldb/latest/developerguide/vpc-endpoints.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Recently, a gaming firm purchased a popular iOS game that is especially popular during the Christmas season. The
business has opted to include a leaderboard into the game, which will be powered by Amazon DynamoDB. The
application\\'s 

load is likely to increase significantly throughout the Christmas season. 

Which solution satisfies these criteria at the lowest possible cost? 

A. DynamoDB Streams 

B. DynamoDB with DynamoDB Accelerator 

C. DynamoDB with on-demand capacity mode 

D. DynamoDB with provisioned capacity mode with Auto Scaling 

Correct Answer: D 

"On-demand is ideal for bursty, new, or unpredictable workloads whose traffic can spike in seconds or minutes" 

vs. 
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\\'DynamoDB released auto scaling to make it easier for you to manage capacity efficiently, and auto scaling continues
to help DynamoDB users lower the cost of workloads that have a predictable traffic pattern." 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/database/amazon-dynamodb-auto-scaling-performance-and-cost-optimization-at-any-
scale/ 

 

QUESTION 3

A manufacturing company has an. inventory system that stores information in an Amazon Aurora MySQL DB cluster.
The database tables are partitioned. The database size has grown to 3 TB. Users run one-time queries by using a SQL
client. Queries that use an equijoin to join large tables are taking a long time to run. 

Which action will improve query performance with the LEAST operational effort? 

A. Migrate the database to a new Amazon Redshift data warehouse. 

B. Enable hash joins on the database by setting the variable optimizer_switch to hash_join=on. 

C. Take a snapshot of the DB cluster. Create a new DB instance by using the snapshot, and enable parallel query
mode. 

D. Add an Aurora read replica. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/AuroraMySQL.BestPra ctices.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A Database Specialist is migrating a 2 TB Amazon RDS for Oracle DB instance to an RDS for PostgreSQL DB instance
using AWS DMS. The source RDS Oracle DB instance is in a VPC in the us-east-1 Region. The target RDS for
PostgreSQL DB instance is in a VPC in the use-west-2 Region. 

Where should the AWS DMS replication instance be placed for the MOST optimal performance? 

A. In the same Region and VPC of the source DB instance 

B. In the same Region and VPC as the target DB instance 

C. In the same VPC and Availability Zone as the target DB instance 

D. In the same VPC and Availability Zone as the source DB instance 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/dms/latest/userguide/CHAP_ReplicationInstance.VPC.html#
CHAP_ReplicationInstance.VPC.Configurations.ScenarioVPCPeer In fact, all the configurations list on above url prefer
the replication instance putting into target vpc region / subnet / az.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/dms/latest/sbs/CHAP_SQLServer2Aurora.Steps.CreateRepli cationInstance.html 

 

QUESTION 5
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A company is concerned about the cost of a large-scale, transactional application using Amazon DynamoDB that only
needs to store data for 2 days before it is deleted. In looking at the tables, a Database Specialist notices that much of
the data is months old, and goes back to when the application was first deployed. 

What can the Database Specialist do to reduce the overall cost? 

A. Create a new attribute in each table to track the expiration time and create an AWS Glue transformation to delete
entries more than 2 days old. 

B. Create a new attribute in each table to track the expiration time and enable DynamoDB Streams on each table. 

C. Create a new attribute in each table to track the expiration time and enable time to live (TTL) on each table. 

D. Create an Amazon CloudWatch Events event to export the data to Amazon S3 daily using AWS Data Pipeline and
then truncate the Amazon DynamoDB table. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/TTL.html 
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